
You’ve spent months preparing your benefits offerings, plans and communications. Annual 
Enrollment is over and now it’s time to sit back and relax. Right? We wish. Now is the time to 
start planning, preparing and, most importantly, analyzing your benefits strategy. We have 
created an impressive set of tools to do just that. Benefitsolver®’s powerful reporting and analytic 
functionality, including standard, configurable reporting; build a report; and interactive analytical 
tools allow administrators to visually monitor their benefits and employee interactions.

Standard Reporting: Benefitsolver’s easy-to-use interface allows administrators to quickly 
generate reports without any technical knowledge. With over 80 standard reports available, we 
are confident we have you covered.

Build a Report: With Build a Report, you have access to hundreds of custom reports, generated 
real-time using your powerful Benefitsolver data. The power of this tool in your benefits strategy 
is only limited by the amount you choose to use it. 

Participation Analytics: Our Participation Analytics allow you to view enrollment details and 
demographic information “at-a-glance.” Knowing which plans employees are participating in, 
how the different demographics break out over the plans and what voluntary benefits are being 
elected will help you with your benefit strategy over time.

Annual Enrollment Analytics: These analytics provide real-time, easy-to-digest data that 
will keep you informed on enrollment status and movement among plans during your crucial 
enrollment period. You don’t have to request access to information or pull reports, the analytics 
are populated upon login.

MyChoice® Analytics: MyChoice Analytics are available to all clients who utilize the MyChoice® 
Recommendation Engine. These analytics provide powerful insights into employee behavior. 
Using these insights, you are able to evaluate and build annual goals around your benefits 
relative to: education, healthcare costs, plan design, and financial wellness.

Company Scorecard: We believe in transparency and with our Company Scorecard, we 
ensure that we are accountable to you on a daily basis. Company Scorecard analytics provide 
information on activity that has taken place throughout your Benefitsolver portal including 
system performance and Service Center metrics.
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